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Jake.
There is so much I want to tell you, but w
 e’ve always found it hard to
talk to each other, haven’t we?
So I’ll have to write to you instead.
I remember when Rebecca and I first brought you home from the hospital. It was dark and it was snowing, and I’d never driven so carefully in
my life. You were two days old and strapped in a carrier in the backseat,
Rebecca dozing beside you, and every now and then I’d look in the rearview mirror to check that you w
 ere safe.
Because you know what, Jake? I was absolutely fucking terrified. I grew
up as an only child, completely unused to babies, and t here I was, responsible for one of my own. You were so impossibly small and vulnerable,
and I so unprepared, that it seemed ludicrous t hey’d allowed you out of
the hospital with me. From the very beginning, we d
 idn’t fit. Rebecca held
you easily and naturally, as though she’d been born to you rather than
the other way around. Whereas I always felt awkward, scared of this
fragile weight in my arms, unable to tell what you wanted when you cried.
I didn’t understand you at all. That never changed.
When you w
 ere a little older, Rebecca told me it was b
 ecause you and
I were so alike, but I d
 on’t know if that’s true. I hope it isn’t. I’d have always wanted better for you than that.
But regardless, we can’t talk to each other, which means I’ll have to try
to write all this down instead. The truth about everything that happened
in Featherbank.
Mister Night. The boy in the floor. The butterflies. The little girl with
the strange dress.
And the Whisper Man, of course.
It’s not going to be easy, and I need to start with an apology. Because
over the years I’ve told you many times that t here’s no such t hing as monsters.
I’m sorry that I lied.
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On e

The abduction of a child by a stranger is every parent’s worst nightmare.
But statistically it is a highly unusual event. C
 hildren are actually most at
risk of harm and abuse from a family member behind closed doors, and
while the outside world might seem threatening, the truth is that most
strangers are decent p
 eople, whereas the home can be the most dangerous place of all.
The man stalking six-year-old Neil Spencer across the waste ground
understood that only too well.
Moving quietly, parallel to Neil behind a line of bushes, he kept a constant watch on the boy. Neil was walking slowly, unaware of the danger
he was in. Occasionally he kicked at the dusty ground, throwing up chalky
white mist around his sneakers. The man, treading far more carefully,
could hear the scuff each time. And he made no sound at all.
It was a warm evening. The sun had been beating down hard and unrestrained for most of the day, but it was six o’clock now and the sky was
hazier. The temperature had dropped and the air had a golden hue to it.
It was the sort of evening when you might sit out on the patio, perhaps
sipping cold white wine and watching the sun set, without thinking about
fetching a coat until it was too dark and too late to bother.
Even the waste ground was beautiful, bathed in the amber light. It was
a patch of shrubland, edging the village of Featherbank on one side, with
an old disused quarry on the other. The undulating ground was mostly
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parched and dead, although bushes grew in tough thickets here and there,
lending the area a maze-like quality. The village’s children played here
sometimes, although it was not particularly safe. Over the years, many of
them had been tempted to clamber down into the quarry, where the steep
sides w
 ere prone to crumbling away. The council put up fences and signs,
but the local feeling was that they should do more. Children found ways
over fences, a fter all.
They had a habit of ignoring warning signs.
The man knew a lot about Neil Spencer. He had studied the boy and
his family carefully, like a project. The boy performed poorly at school,
both academically and socially, and was well behind his peers in reading,
writing, and math. His clothes were mostly hand-me-downs. In his
manner he seemed a little too grown-up for his age—already displaying
anger and resentment toward the world. In a few years he would be perceived as a bully and a troublemaker, but for now he was still young enough
for people to forgive his more disruptive behavior. He doesn’t mean it,
they would say. It’s not his fault. It had not yet reached the point where
Neil was considered solely responsible for his actions, and so instead
people w
 ere forced to look elsewhere.
The man had looked. It w
 asn’t hard to see.
Neil had spent t oday at his f ather’s house. His mother and f ather w
 ere
separated, which the man considered a good t hing. Both parents were
alcoholics, functioning to wavering degrees. Both found life considerably easier when their son was at the other’s h
 ouse, and both struggled to
entertain him when he was with them. In general, Neil was left to occupy
and fend for himself, which obviously went some way toward explaining
the hardness the man had seen developing in the boy. Neil was an afterthought in his parents’ lives. Certainly he was not loved.
Not for the first time, Neil’s father had been too drunk that evening to
drive him back to his m
 other’s h
 ouse, and apparently also too ambivalent to walk with him. The boy was nearly seven, his father reasoned, and
had been fine alone all day. And so Neil was walking home by himself.
He had no idea yet that he would be g oing to a very different home.
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The man thought about the room he had prepared and tried to suppress
his excitement.
Halfway across the waste ground, Neil stopped.
The man stopped close by, then peered through the shrubs to see what
had caught the boy’s attention.
An old television had been dumped against one of the bushes, its gray
screen bulging but intact. The man watched as Neil gave it an exploratory
nudge with his foot, but it was too heavy to move. The t hing must have
looked like something out of another age to the boy, with grilles and buttons down the side of the screen and a back the size of a drum. There w
 ere
some rocks on the other side of the path. The man watched, fascinated,
as Neil walked over, selected one, and then threw it at the glass with all
his strength.
Pock.
A loud noise in this otherwise s ilent place. The glass d
 idn’t shatter, but
the stone went through, leaving a hole starred at the edges like a gunshot.
Neil picked up a second rock and repeated the action, missing this time,
then tried again. Another hole appeared in the screen.
He seemed to like this game.
And the man could understand why. This casual destruction was much
like the increasing aggression the boy showed in school. It was an attempt
to make an impact on a world that seemed so oblivious to his existence.
It stemmed from a desire to be seen. To be noticed. To be loved.
Because that was all any child wanted, deep down.
The man’s heart, beating more quickly now, ached at the thought of
that. He stepped silently out from the bushes b
 ehind the boy, and then
whispered his name.
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Neil. Neil. Neil.
Detective Inspector Pete Willis moved carefully over the waste ground,
listening as the officers around him called the missing boy’s name at
regular intervals. In between, there was absolute silence. Pete looked
up, imagining the words fluttering into the blackness up there, disappearing into the night sky as completely as Neil Spencer had vanished
from the earth below it.
He swept the beam of his flashlight over the dusty ground in a conical
pattern, checking his footing as well as looking for any sign of the boy.
Blue tracksuit pants, Minecraft T-shirt, black trainers, army-style backpack, water bottle. The alert had come through just as he’d been sitting
down to eat the dinner he’d labored over preparing, and the thought of
the plate there on his t able right now, untouched and growing cold, made
his stomach grumble.
But a l ittle boy was missing and needed to be found.
The other officers w
 ere invisible, but he could see the flashlights as they
fanned out across the area. Pete checked his watch. 8:53 p.m. The day was
almost done, and although it had been hot this afternoon, the temperature had dropped over the last c ouple of hours, and the cold air was
making him shiver. In his rush to leave, he’d forgotten his coat, and the
shirt he was wearing offered scant protection against the elements. Old
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bones too—he was fifty-six, after all—but it was no night for young ones
to be out either. Especially lost and alone. Hurt, most likely. And scared.
Neil. Neil. Neil.
He added his own voice: “Neil!”
Nothing.
The first forty-eight hours following a disappearance are the most crucial. The boy had been reported missing at 7:39 p.m., well over an hour
and a half after he had left his father’s house. He should have been home
by 6:20, but t here had been little coordination between the parents as to
the exact time of his return, so it wasn’t u
 ntil Neil’s mother had finally
called her ex-husband that their son’s absence was discovered. By the time
the police arrived on the scene at 7:51, the shadows were lengthening,
and approaching two of t hose forty-eight hours had already been lost.
Now it was closer to three.
In the vast majority of cases, Pete knew, a missing child is found quickly
and safely and returned to his or her f amily. Cases w
 ere divided into five
distinct categories: throwaway; runaway; accident or misadventure; f amily
abduction; nonfamily abduction. The law of probability was telling Pete
right now that the disappearance of Neil Spencer would turn out to be an
accident of some kind, and that the boy was g oing to be found soon. And
yet, the farther he walked, the more gut instinct was telling him differently. Th
 ere was an uncomfortable feeling curling around his heart. But
then, a child going missing always made him feel like this. It didn’t mean
anything. It was just the bad memories of twenty years ago surfacing,
bringing bad feelings along with them.
The beam of his flashlight passed over something gray.
Pete stopped immediately, then played it back to where it had been.
There was an old television set lodged at the base of one of the bushes, its
screen broken in several places, as though someone had used it for target
practice. He stared at it for a moment.
“Anything?”
An anonymous voice calling from one side.
“No,” he shouted back.
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He reached the far side of the waste ground at the same time as the
other officers, the search having turned up nothing. A
 fter the relative
darkness behind him, Pete found the bleached brightness of the streetlights here made him feel oddly queasy. Th
 ere was a quiet hum of life in
the air that had been absent in the silence of the waste ground.
A few moments later, stuck for anything better to do right now, he
turned around and walked back the way he’d come.
He w
 asn’t r eally sure where he was g oing, but found himself heading
off to the side, in the direction of the old quarry that ran along one edge.
It was dangerous ground in the dark, so he headed toward the cluster of
flashlights where the quarry search team were about to start work. While
other officers w
 ere working their way along the edge, shining their beams
down the steep sides and calling Neil’s name, the ones h
 ere were consulting maps and preparing to pick their way down the rough path that led
into the area below. A couple of them looked up as he reached them.
“Sir?” One of them recognized him. “I d
 idn’t know you w
 ere on duty
tonight.”
“I’m not.” Pete bent the wire of the fence up and ducked under to join
them, even more careful of his footing now. “I live locally.”
“Yes, sir.”
The officer sounded dubious. It was unusual for a DI to turn up for what
was ostensibly grunt work like this. DI Amanda Beck was coordinating
the burgeoning investigation from back at the department, and the search
team here was comprised mainly of rank and file. Pete figured he had
more years on the clock than any of them, but tonight he was just part of
the crowd. A child was missing, which meant that a child needed to be
found. The officer was maybe too young to remember what had happened
with Frank Carter two decades earlier, and to understand why it was no
surprise to find Pete Willis out in circumstances like this.
“Watch yourself, sir. The ground’s a bit shaky h
 ere.”
“I’m fine.”
Young enough to discount him as some old man as well, apparently.
Presumably he’d never seen Pete in the department’s gym, which he
visited e very morning before heading upstairs to work. Despite the
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disparity in their ages, Pete would have bet he could outlift the younger
man on e very machine. He was watching the ground, all right. Watching
everyt hing—including himself—was second nature to him.
“Okay, sir, well, w
 e’re about to head down. Just coordinating.”
“I’m not in charge h
 ere.” Pete pointed his flashlight down the path,
scanning the rough terrain. The beam of light only penetrated a short distance. The bed of the quarry below was nothing but an enormous black
hole. “You report to DI Beck, not to me.”
“Yes, sir.”
Pete continued staring down, thinking about Neil Spencer. The most
likely routes the boy would have taken had been identified. The streets had
been searched. Most of his friends had already been contacted, all to no
avail. And the waste ground was clear. If the boy’s disappearance r eally
was the result of an accident or misadventure, then the quarry was the
only remaining place that made sense for him to be found.
And yet the black world below felt entirely empty.
He c ouldn’t know for sure—not through reason. But his instinct was
telling him that Neil Spencer w
 asn’t g oing to be found h
 ere.
That maybe he w
 asn’t g oing to be found at all.
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T h r ee

“Do you remember what I told you?” the l ittle girl said.
He did, but right now Jake was doing his best to ignore her. All the other
children in the 567 Club were outside playing in the sun. He could hear
the shouting and the sound of the soccer ball skittering back and forth.
Whereas he was sitting inside, working on his drawing. He would much
rather have been left alone to finish it.
It wasn’t that he didn’t like playing with the little girl. Of course he did.
Most of the time she was the only one who wanted to play with him, and
normally he was more than happy to see her. But she w
 asn’t acting particularly playful this afternoon. In fact, she was being all serious, and he
didn’t like that one bit.
“Do you remember?”
“I guess.”
“Say it, then.”
He sighed, put the pencil down, and looked at her. As always, she was
wearing a blue-and-white-checked dress, and he could see the hash of a
graze on her right knee that never seemed to heal. While the other girls
here had neat hair, cut level at the shoulders or tied back in a tight ponytail, the little girl’s was spread out messily to one side and looked like she
hadn’t brushed it in a long time.
From the expression on her face now, it was obvious she wasn’t g oing
to give up, so he repeated what she’d told him.
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“If you leave a door half open . . .”
It should have been surprising that he did remember it all, really,
because he hadn’t made any special effort to make the words stick. But
for some reason, they had. It was something about the rhythm. Sometimes
he’d hear a song on the radio and it would end up g oing around and
around in his brain for hours. Daddy had called it an earworm, which
had made Jake imagine the sounds burrowing into the side of his head
and squirming around in his mind.
When he was finished, the little girl nodded to herself, satisfied. Jake
picked up his pencil again.
“What does it mean, anyway?” he said.
“It’s a warning.” She wrinkled her nose. “Well—k ind of, anyway.
Children used to say it when I was little.”
“Yes, but what does it mean?”
“It’s just good advice,” she said. “There are a lot of bad people in the
world, after all. A lot of bad things. So it’s good to remember.”
Jake frowned, and then started drawing again. Bad people. There was
a slightly older boy called Carl here at the 567 Club who Jake thought was
bad. Last week, Carl had cornered him while he was building a LEGO
fortress, and then stood too close, looming over him like a big shadow.
Why’s it always your dad who picks you up? Carl had demanded, even
though he already knew the answer. Is it b ecause your mum’s dead?
Jake hadn’t answered.
What did she look like when you found her?
Again, he hadn’t answered. Apart from in nightmares, he didn’t think
about what it was like to find M
 ummy that day. It made his breath go
funny and not work properly. But one t hing he c ouldn’t escape was the
knowledge that she wasn’t h
 ere anymore.
It reminded him of a time long gone when he had peered around the
kitchen door and seen her chopping a big red pepper in half and pulling
out the middle. Hey, gorgeous boy. That was what she’d said when she’d
seen him. She always called him that. The feeling inside when he remembered she was dead had the kind of sound the pepper had, like something
ripping with a pock and leaving a hollow.
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I really like seeing you cry like a baby, Carl had declared, and then
walked away like Jake d
 idn’t even exist. It w
 asn’t nice to imagine the world
was full of people like that, and Jake didn’t want to believe it. He drew
circles on the sheet of paper now. Force fields around the little stick figures
battling there.
“Are you all right, Jake?”
He looked up. It was Sharon, one of the grown-ups who worked at the
567 Club. She had been washing up at the far side of the room, but had
come over now, and was leaning down with her hands between her knees.
“Yes,” he said.
“That’s a nice picture.”
“It’s not finished yet.”
“What is it g oing to be?”
He thought about how to explain the b
 attle he was drawing—all the
different sides fighting it out, with the lines between them and the scribbles over the ones who had lost—but it was too difficult.
“Just a battle.”
“Are you sure you d
 on’t want to go outside and play with the other
children? It’s such a lovely day.”
“No, thank you.”
“We’ve got some spare sunscreen.” She looked around. “There’s prob
ably a hat somewhere too.”
“I need to finish my drawing.”
Sharon stood back up again, sighing quietly to herself, but with a kind
expression on her face. She was worried about him, and while she d
 idn’t
need to be, he supposed that was still kind of nice. Jake could always tell
when p
 eople w
 ere concerned about him. D
 addy often was, except for t hose
times when he lost his patience. Sometimes he shouted, and said t hings
like, It’s just because I want you to talk to me, I want to know what you’re
thinking and feeling, and it was scary when that happened, b
 ecause Jake
felt like he was disappointing D
 addy and making him sad. But he d
 idn’t
know how to be different from how he was.
Around and around—a nother force field, the lines overlapping. Or
maybe it was a portal instead? So that the little figure inside could dis
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appear away from the battle and go somewhere better. Jake turned the
pencil around and began carefully erasing the person from the page.
There.
You’re safe now, wherever you are.
One time after D
 addy lost his temper, Jake found a note on his bed.
There was what he had to admit was a very good picture of the two of them
smiling, and underneath that D
 addy had written: I’m sorry. I want you to
remember that even when we argue we still love each other very much. XXX.
Jake had put the note into his Packet of Special Things, along with all the
other important things he needed to keep. He checked now. The Packet
was on the t able in front of him, right beside the drawing.
“You’re going to be moving to the new house soon,” the little girl said.
“Am I?”
“Your daddy went to the bank t oday.”
“I know. But he says he’s not sure it’s g oing to happen. They might not
give him the t hing he needs.”
“The mortgage,” the l ittle girl said patiently. “But they w
 ill.”
“How do you know?”
“He’s a famous writer, isn’t he? He’s good at making things up.” She
looked at the picture he was drawing and smiled to herself. “Just like you.”
Jake wondered about the smile. It was a strange one, as though she were
happy but also sad about something. Come to think of it, that was how
he felt about moving. He d
 idn’t like it in the h
 ouse anymore, and he knew
it was making D
 addy miserable too, but moving still felt like something
they maybe s houldn’t do, even though he was the one who’d spotted the
new h
 ouse on D
 addy’s iPad when they w
 ere looking together.
“I’ll see you a fter I move, won’t I?” he said.
“Of course you will. You know that you will.” But then the little girl
leaned forward, speaking more urgently. “Whatever happens, though, remember what I told you. It’s important. You have to promise me, Jake.”
“I promise. What does it mean, though?”
For a moment he thought she might be going to try to explain it more,
but then the buzzer went on at the far side of the room.
“Too late,” she whispered. “Your daddy’s h
 ere.”
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Fou r

Most of the children seemed to be playing outside the 567 Club when I
arrived. I could hear the mingled laughter as I parked. They all looked so
happy—so normal—a nd for a moment my gaze moved between them,
searching for Jake, hoping to see him among them.
But, of course, my son wasn’t t here.
I found him inside instead, sitting with his back to me, hunched over
a drawing. My heart broke a little at the sight of him. Jake was small for
his age, and his posture right then made him seem tinier and more vulnerable than ever. As though he w
 ere trying to disappear into the picture
in front of him.
Who could blame him? He hated it h
 ere, I knew, even if he never objected to coming or complained about it afterward. But it felt like I had
no choice. Th
 ere had been so many unbearable occasions since Rebecca’s
death: the first haircut I had to take him to; ordering his school clothes;
fumbling the wrapping of his Christmas presents b
 ecause I c ouldn’t see
properly through the tears. An endless list. But for some reason, holidays
had been the hardest. As much as I loved Jake, I found it impossible to
spend all day, e very day with him. It didn’t feel like there was enough left
of me to fill all those hours, and while I despised myself for failing to be
the father he needed, the truth was that sometimes I needed time to myself. To forget about the gulf between us. To ignore my growing inability
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to cope. To be able to collapse and cry for a while, knowing he wouldn’t
walk in and find me.
“Hey, mate.”
I put my hand on his shoulder. He d
 idn’t look up.
“Hi, Daddy.”
“What have you been up to?”
“Nothing much.” Th
 ere was an almost imperceptible shrug u
 nder my
hand. His body seemed barely t here, somehow even lighter and softer than
the fabric of the T-shirt he was wearing. “Playing with someone a bit.”
“Someone?” I said.
“A girl.”
“That’s nice.” I leaned over and looked at the sheet of paper. “And drawing too, I see.”
“Do you like it?”
“Of course. I love it.”
I actually had no idea what it was meant to be—a battle of some kind,
although it was impossible to work out which side was which, or what was
going on. Jake very rarely drew anything static. His pictures came to life,
an animation unfolding on the page, so that the end result was like a film
where you could see all the scenes at once, superimposed on top of each
other.
He was creative, though, and I liked that. It was one of the ways in
which he was like me: a connection we had—although the truth was that
I’d barely written a word in the ten months since Rebecca died.
“Are we going to move to the new house, Daddy?”
“Yes.”
“So the person at the bank listened to you?”
“Let’s just say that I was convincingly creative about the perilous state
of my finances.”
“What does perilous mean?”
It was almost a surprise that he didn’t know. A long time ago, Rebecca
and I had agreed to talk to Jake like he was an adult, and when he d
 idn’t
know a word we’d explain it to him. He absorbed it all, and often came
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out with strange things as a result. But this wasn’t a word I wanted to explain to him right now.
“It means it’s something for me and the person at the bank to worry
about,” I said. “Not you.”
“When are we g oing?”
“As soon as possible.”
“How will we take everything?”
“We’ll rent a van.” I thought about money, and fought down a hint
of panic. “Or maybe w
 e’ll just use the car—really pack it up and do a few
trips. We might not be able to take everything with us, but we can sort
through your toys and see what you want to keep.”
“I want to keep all of them.”
“Let’s see, eh? I won’t make you get rid of anything you d
 on’t want to,
but a lot of them are very young for you now. Maybe another little boy
would like them more.”
Jake didn’t reply. The toys might have been too young for him to play
with, but each of them had a memory attached. Rebecca had always been
better at everything with Jake, including playing with him, and I could
still picture her kneeling down on the floor, moving figures around. Endlessly, beautifully patient with him in all the ways I found so hard to be.
His toys w
 ere things she’d touched. The older they w
 ere, the more of her
fingerprints would be on them. An invisible accumulation of her presence
in his life.
“I won’t make you get rid of anything you d
 on’t want to.”
Which reminded me of his Packet of Special Things. It was there on
the table beside the drawing, a worn leather pouch, about the size of a
hardback book, which zipped shut around three of the sides. I had no idea
what it had been in a previous life. It looked like a large Filofax without
the pages, although God knew why Rebecca would have had one of those.
A few months after she died, I went through some of her t hings. My
wife had been a lifelong hoarder, but a practical one, and many of her older
possessions w
 ere stored in boxes stacked in the garage. One day I’d brought
some in and started to look through them. There were things going back
to her childhood in t here, entirely unconnected to our life together. It felt
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like that should have made the experience easier, but it didn’t. Childhood
is—or should be—a happy time, and yet I knew t hese hopeful, carefree
artifacts had an unhappy ending. I began crying. Jake had come and put
his hand on my shoulder, and when I h
 adn’t immediately responded, he’d
wrapped his small arms around me. A
 fter that, we’d looked through some
of the t hings together, and he’d found what was to become the Packet and
asked me if he could have it. Of course he could, I said. He could have
anything he wanted.
The Packet was empty at that point, but he began to fill it. Some of the
things inside had been sifted from Rebecca’s possessions. Th
 ere w
 ere
letters and photographs and tiny trinkets. Drawings he’d done, or items
of importance to him. Like some kind of witch’s familiar, the Packet
rarely left his side, and except for a few things, I didn’t know what was in
there. I wouldn’t have looked even if I’d been able to. They were his
Special Things, a fter all, and he was entitled to them.
“Come on, mate,” I said. “Let’s get your t hings and get out of here.”
He folded up the drawing and handed it to me to carry. Whatever the
picture was meant to be, it clearly wasn’t important enough to go into
the Packet. He picked that up himself and carried it across the room to the
door, where his w
 ater b
 ottle was hanging on a hook. I pressed the green
button to release the door, then glanced back. Sharon was busying herself
with the washing-up.
“Do you want to say goodbye?” I asked Jake.
He turned around in the doorway, and looked sad for a moment. I was
expecting him to say goodbye to Sharon, but instead he waved at the empty
table he’d been sitting at when I arrived.
“ ’Bye,” he called over. “I promise I w
 on’t forget.”
And before I could say anything, he ducked out u
 nder my arm.
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On the day Rebecca died, I had picked Jake up by myself.
That afternoon was supposed to have been one of my writing days,
and when Rebecca had asked if I could pick up Jake instead of her, my
first reaction had been one of annoyance. The deadline for my next book
was a handful of months away, and I’d spent most of the day failing miserably to write, at that point counting on a final half hour of work to deliver a miracle. But Rebecca had looked pale and shaky, and so I had
gone.
On the drive back, I had done my best to question Jake about his day,
to absolutely no avail. That was standard. Either he couldn’t remember
or he d
 idn’t want to talk. As usual, it had felt like he would have responded
to Rebecca, which, coupled with the ongoing failure of the book, had made
me feel more anxious and insecure than ever. Back home, he had been
out of the car like a flash. Could he go and see Mummy? Yes, I had told him.
I was sure she’d like that. But she isn’t feeling well, so be gentle with
her—and remember to take your shoes off, b
 ecause you know M
 ummy
hates mess.
And then I had dawdled at the car a l ittle, taking my time, feeling bad
about what an abject failure I was. I’d trailed in slowly, putting stuff down
in the kitchen—and noting that my son’s shoes had not been taken off and
left there as I’d requested. Because, of course, he never listened to me. The
house was s ilent. I presumed that Rebecca was lying down upstairs, and
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that Jake had gone up to see her, and that everyone was fine. Apart
from me.
It was only when I finally went into the living room that I saw Jake was
standing at the far end, by the door that led to the stairs, staring down at
something on the floor that I c ouldn’t see. He was completely still, hypnotized by whatever he was looking at. As I walked slowly across to him,
I noticed he was not motionless at all, but shaking. And then I saw Rebecca, lying at the bottom of the stairs.
Everything was blank after that. I know I moved Jake away. I know I
called an ambulance. I know I did all the correct things. But I can’t remember d
 oing them.
The worst t hing was that I was sure that, although he would never talk
to me about it, Jake remembered everything.

Ten months l ater, we walked in together through a kitchen where the sides
were all but covered with plates and cups, the little visible c ounter space
dirty with smears and crumbs. In the living room, the toys spread over
the bare floorboards looked scattered and forgotten. For all my talk of
sorting toys before we moved, it looked like we’d already gone through
all our possessions, taken what we needed, and left the rest dotted around
like trash. There had been a constant shadow over the place for months
now, always growing darker, like a day gradually drawing to an end. It
felt like our home had started dying when Rebecca did. But then, she had
always been the heart of it.
“Can I have my picture, D
 addy?”
Jake was already on his knees on the floor, gathering his colored pencils
together from wherever t hey’d rolled to this morning.
“Magic word?”
“Please.”
“Yes, of course you can.” I put it down beside him. “Ham sandwich?”
“Can I have a treat instead?”
“Afterward.”
“All right.”
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I cleared some space in the kitchen and buttered two slices of bread,
then layered three slices of ham into the sandwich and sliced it into
quarters. Trying to fight through the depression. One foot in front of the
other. Keep moving.
I c ouldn’t help thinking about what had happened at the 567 Club: Jake
waving goodbye to an empty t able. For as long as I could remember, my
son had had imaginary friends of some kind. He’d always been a solitary
child; there was something so closed away and introspective about him
that it seemed to push other c hildren away. On good days, I could pretend that it was b
 ecause he was self-contained and happy in his own head,
and tell myself that was fine. Most of the time I just worried.
Why c ouldn’t Jake be more like the other children?
More normal?
It was an ugly thought, I knew, but it was only b
 ecause I wanted to protect him. The world can be brutal when you’re as quiet and solitary as he
was, and I d
 idn’t want him to go through what I had at his age.
Regardless, until now the imaginary friends had manifested themselves
subtly—more like little conversations he’d sometimes have with himself—
and I wasn’t sure I liked this new development. I had no doubt the little
girl he told me he’d been talking to all day had existed only in his head.
This was the first time he’d acknowledged something like that out loud,
talking to someone in front of other people, and that scared me slightly.
Of course, Rebecca had never been concerned. He’s fine—just let him
be him. And since she knew better than me about most things, I’d always
done my best to abide by that. But now? Now I wondered if maybe he
needed real help.
Or maybe he was just being him.
It was one more overwhelming thing that I should have been able to
deal with, but d
 idn’t know how. I d
 idn’t know what the right t hing to do
was, or how to be a good f ather to him. God, I wished that Rebecca was
still here.
I miss you . . .
But that thought would make the tears come, so I cut it dead and picked
up the plate. As I did, I heard Jake speaking quietly in the living room.
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“Yes.”
And then, in answer to something I c ouldn’t hear, “Yes, I know.”
A shiver ran through me.
I walked quietly over to the doorway, but d
 idn’t step through it yet—
just stood t here listening. I c ouldn’t see Jake, but the sunlight through the
window at the far end of the room was casting his shadow by the side of
the couch: an amorphous shape, not recognizably human but moving
gently, as though he w
 ere rocking back and forth on his knees.
“I remember.”
There were a few seconds of silence then, in which the only sound was
my own heartbeat. I realized I was holding my breath. When he spoke
next, it was much louder, and he sounded upset.
“I don’t want to say them!”
And at that, I stepped through the doorway.
For a moment I wasn’t sure what I was going to see. But Jake was
crouched down on the floor exactly where I’d left him, except that now
he was staring off to one side, his drawing abandoned. I followed his gaze.
There was nobody t here, of course, but he seemed so intent on the empty
space that it was easy to imagine a presence in the air there.
“Jake?” I said quietly.
He d
 idn’t look at me.
“Who w
 ere you talking to?”
“Nobody.”
“I heard you talking.”
“Nobody.”
And then he turned slightly, picked his pencil back up, and started
drawing again. I took another step forward.
“Can you put that down and answer me, please?”
“Why?”
“Because it’s important.”
“I wasn’t talking to anybody.”
“Then how about putting the pencil down because I said so?”
But he kept drawing, his hand moving more fervently now—the pencil
making desperate circles around the l ittle figures there.
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My frustration curdled into anger. So often, Jake seemed like a prob
lem I couldn’t solve, and I hated myself for being so useless and ineffec
tive. At the same time, I also resented him for never offering me so much
as a clue. Never meeting me halfway. I wanted to help him; I wanted to
make sure he was okay. And it didn’t feel like I could do that by myself . . .
I realized I was gripping the plate too tightly.
“Your sandwich is ready.”
I put it down on the couch, not waiting to see if he stopped drawing
or not. Instead, I went straight back through to the kitchen, leaned on
the counter t here, and closed my eyes. For some reason, my heart was
pounding.
I miss you so much, I thought to Rebecca.
I wish you w
 ere here. For so many reasons, but right now b ecause I d
 on’t
think I can do this.
I started to cry. It didn’t m
 atter. Jake would either be drawing or eating
his sandwich for a while, and he wasn’t going to come into the kitchen.
Why would he, when there was only me here to see? So it was fine. My
son could talk quietly to people who didn’t exist for a while. As long as I
was equally quiet, so could I.
I miss you.

That night, as always, I carried Jake up to bed. It had been that way ever
since Rebecca’s death. He refused to look at the place where he had seen
her body, clinging to me instead, with his breath held and his face buried
in my shoulder. E
 very morning; e very night; e very time he needed the
bathroom. I understood why, but he was beginning to grow too heavy for
me, in more ways than one.
Hopefully that would change soon.
After he was asleep, I went back downstairs and sat on the couch with
a glass of wine and my iPad, loading up the details of our new house.
Looking at the photograph on the website made me uneasy on a different
level.
It was safe to say it was Jake who had chosen this h
 ouse. I h
 adn’t been
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able to see the appeal at first. It was a small, detached property—old, two
stories, with the ramshackle feel of a cottage. But t here was something a
little strange about it. The windows seemed oddly placed, so that it was
hard to imagine the layout inside, and the a ngle of the roof was slightly
off, so that the face of the building appeared to be tilted inquisitively, perhaps even angrily. But there was also a more general sensation—a tickling
at the back of the skull. At first glance, the h
 ouse had unnerved me.
And yet, from the moment Jake had seen it, he had been settled on it.
Something about it had utterly entranced him, to the point that he refused
to look at any o
 thers.
When he’d accompanied me to the first viewing, he had seemed almost
hypnotized by the place. I had still not been convinced. The interior was
a good size, but also grimy. Th
 ere w
 ere dusty cabinets and chairs, bundles of old newspapers, cardboard boxes, a mattress in the spare room
downstairs. The owner, an elderly woman called Mrs. Shearing, had been
apologetic; this all belonged to a tenant she had been renting to, she explained, and would be gone by the time it was sold.
But Jake had been adamant, and so I’d organized a second viewing,
this time by myself. That was when I had started to see the place with
different eyes. Yes, it was odd-looking, but that gave it a sort of mongrel
charm. And what had initially felt like an angry look now seemed more
like wariness, as though the property had been hurt in the past and you’d
have to work to earn its trust.
Character, I supposed.
Even so, the thought of moving terrified me. In fact, there had been a
part of me that afternoon that had hoped the bank manager would see
through the half-truths I’d told about my financial situation and just turn
down the mortgage application outright. I was relieved now, though.
When I looked around the living room at the dusty, discarded remnants
of the life we’d once had, it was obvious that the two of us c ouldn’t continue as we w
 ere. Whatever difficulties lay ahead, we had to get out of this
place. And however hard it was g oing to be for me over the coming months,
my son needed this. We both did.
We had to make a fresh start. Someplace where he w
 ouldn’t need to be
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carried up a nd down the stairs. Where he could find friends that existed
outside his head. Where I d
 idn’t see ghosts of my own in every corner.
Looking at the h
 ouse again now on my screen, I thought that, in a
strange way, it suited Jake and me. That, like us, it was an outsider that
found it hard to fit in. That we would go together well. Even the name of
the village was warm and comforting.
Featherbank.
It sounded like a place where we would be safe.
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Like Pete Willis, DI Amanda Beck knew very well the importance of the
first forty-eight hours. She had her team spend the next twelve of them
continuing to search the various routes that Neil Spencer might have
taken, along with interviewing family members and beginning to build
a profile of the missing boy. Photos were acquired. Histories were probed.
And then at nine the next morning, a press conference was held and a
description of Neil and his clothing was released to the media.
Neil’s parents sat mutely on either side of Amanda while she made the
requisite appeals and encouraged witnesses to come forward. Cameras
flashed intermittently across the three of them. Amanda did her best to
ignore them, but she could sense Neil’s parents registering each one,
flinching a l ittle as though the photographers w
 ere jabbing at them.
“We encourage people to check any garages and sheds on their property,” she told the room.
It was all kept as calm and low-key as possible. Her main aim right now,
besides locating Neil Spencer, was to assuage p
 eople’s fears, and while she
could hardly claim outright that Neil had absolutely not been abducted,
she could at least make it clear where the focus of the investigation rested
for the moment.
“The most likely explanation is that Neil has had an accident of some
kind,” she said. “While he has been missing for fifteen hours, we are holding out every hope of finding him, safe and well and soon.”
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Inside herself, she was not so confident. One of her first actions back
in the operations room afterward was to arrange for the handful of known
sex offenders in the area to be brought in quietly, and then questioned
more loudly.
Over the course of the day, the search area was expanded. Sections of
the canal—an unlikely proposition—began to be dredged, and extensive
door-to-door inquiries were carried out. CCTV footage was analyzed. She
studied the latter herself; it showed the beginning of Neil’s journey, but
lost him before he reached the waste ground and failed to pick him up
again afterward. Somewhere between those two points, the little boy had
vanished.
Exhausted, she tried to rub some life into her face.
Officers went over the waste ground again, this time in full daylight,
and the exploration of the quarry continued.
There was still no sign of Neil Spencer.
The boy did make an appearance of sorts, though, and increasingly so
as the day wore on: photographs were circulated on the news, particularly
the one of Neil smiling shyly in a football jersey—one of the few pictures
his parents had of him looking happy. Reports showed simple maps
with key locations marked with red circles and possible routes dotted in
yellow.
Video of the press conference was also aired. Amanda watched it on
her tablet in bed at home that evening, and thought that Neil’s parents
seemed even more beaten down on camera than it had felt at the time.
They looked guilty. And if they weren’t feeling guilty yet, then they would
soon; they would be made to. At the briefing that afternoon, she had cautioned her officers, many of whom were parents themselves, that while the
circumstances around Neil Spencer’s disappearance might be controversial, his m
 other and f ather w
 ere to be treated with sensitivity. It went
without saying that they w
 ere hardly model parents, but Amanda d
 idn’t
suspect them of any direct involvement. The father had some minor offenses on his record—drunk-and-disorderlies; fighting—but nothing that
raised any warning flags. The mother’s record was clean. More to the
point, they both appeared genuinely devastated by events. There hadn’t
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even been any recrimination between the two of them, as hard as that was
to imagine. They both just wanted their boy home.
She slept poorly and was back at the department early. With over thirty-
six hours b
 ehind her, only a bare handful of them spent resting, she sat
in her office, thinking about the five categories of child disappearance,
forced increasingly toward an uncomfortable conclusion. She did not
believe that Neil had been abandoned or disposed of by his parents. If he
had suffered an accident on his route, then he would have been found by
now. Abduction by a different family member seemed unlikely. And while
it was not impossible he’d run away, she refused to believe that s he’d been
outwitted for this long by a six-year-old boy with no money or supplies.
She gazed at the photo of Neil Spencer on the wall, considering the
nightmare scenario.
Nonfamily abduction.
The public at large might generally have thought of it as stranger abduction, but precision was important. Children in this category w
 ere
rarely abducted by people who were completely unknown to them. More
often, they were befriended—groomed by people on the periphery of their
lives. So the focus of the investigation that day shifted, with the strands
that had formed a more subtle part of the last day and a half now brought
front and center. Friends of the family. Families of friends. An even closer
look at known offenders. Internet activity in the home. Amanda loaded
up the available CCTV footage again and began examining it from dif
ferent m
 ental a ngles, concentrating less on the prey now than on potential predators in the background.
Neil’s parents were interviewed again.
“Did your son express any concerns about unwanted attention from
other adults?” Amanda said. “Did he mention being approached by
anyone?”
“No.” Neil’s f ather looked affronted by the very idea of it. “I’d have fucking well done something about that, wouldn’t I? And for fuck’s sake,
don’t you think I’d also have mentioned it before now?”
Amanda smiled politely.
“No,” Neil’s mother said.
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But less firmly.
When Amanda pressed her, the woman said that actually she did recall something. It hadn’t occurred to her to report it at the time, or even
when Neil went missing, b
 ecause it had been so strange, so stupid—and
anyway, s he’d been half asleep at the time, so she hardly even remembered it.
Amanda smiled politely again, while also resisting the urge to rip the
woman’s head off.
Ten minutes l ater she was in the upstairs office of her superior, Detective Chief Inspector Colin Lyons. W
 hether from the tiredness or the
nerves, she was having to stop her leg from jittering slightly. Lyons himself just looked pained. He had been closely involved in the investigation
and understood as well as Amanda did the situation they w
 ere now likely
to be facing. Even so, this recent development was not one he’d wanted
to hear.
“This d
 oesn’t go to the media,” Lyons said quietly.
“No, sir.”
“And the mother?” He looked at her suddenly, alarmed. “You’ve told
her not to mention this in public? At all?”
“Yes, sir.”
Of fucking course, sir. Although Amanda doubted it had been necessary. The tone of some of the press was already judgmental and accusatory, and Neil’s parents had enough culpability to deal with already
without deliberately copping to more.
“Good,” Lyons said. “Because Jesus Christ.”
“I know, sir.”
He leaned back in his chair and closed his eyes for a few seconds,
breathing deeply. “Do you know the case?”
Amanda shrugged. Everybody knew the case. That w
 asn’t the same
thing as knowing it.
“Not everything,” she said.
Lyons opened his eyes and sat t here staring at the ceiling.
“Then we’re g oing to need some help,” he said.
Amanda’s heart sank a little at that. For one thing, she’d worked her-
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self to the brink these last two days, and she didn’t relish the thought of
having to share any spoils of the case now. For another, there was also
the specter that was being acknowledged here. Frank Carter. The Whisper
Man. Assuaging fear among the public was g oing to get harder now. Impossible, even, if this new detail got out.
They would have to be very careful indeed.
“Yes, sir.”
Lyons picked up the phone on his desk.
Which was how, as the time of Neil Spencer’s disappearance ticked
close to the end of that crucial forty-eight-hour period, DI Pete Willis became involved in the investigation again.
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